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Abstract

Statistical Process Control (SPC) allows for the identification of
problems in alpha spectroscopy processes before they occur, unlike
standard laboratory QC which only identifies problems after a process
fails. SPC tools that are directly applicable to alpha spectroscopy include
individual X-charts and X-bar charts, process capability plots, and scatter
plots. Most scientists are familiar with the concepts and methods
employed by SPC. These tools allow analysis of process bias, precision,
accuracy and reproducibility as well as process capability. Parameters
affecting instrument performance are monitored and analyzed using
SPC methods. These instrument parameters can also be compared to
sampling, preparation, measurement, and analysis QC parameters
permitting the evaluation of cause and effect relationships. Three
examples of SPC, as applied to alpha spectroscopy, are presented. The
first example investigates background contamination using averaging to
show trends quickly. A second example demonstrates how SPC can
identify sample processing problems, analyzing both how and why this
problem occured. A third example illustrates how SPC can predict when
an alpha spectroscopy process is going to fail. This allows for an orderly
and timely shutdown of the process to perform preventative
maintenance, avoiding the need to repeat costly sample analyses.

1. Introduction

The advantages of employing a statistical process control (SPC)
program versus a conventional quality control program is primarily
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derived from its future based strategy and formal methodology [1,2].
Numerous authors have presented the statistical concepts and formal
methods employed in SPC and QC programs [3,4,5].

To accomplish these benefits, it is necessary to evaluate the entire
measurement process from sampling through analysis. This monitoring
requires that QC parameters affecting the measurement, in addition to
the instrumental parameters, must also be tracked. Monitoring of some
parameters is obvious. For example, the chamber background is both a
measure of process capability for sensitivity and a measure of recoil and
other contamination, in that chamber, over time. But why measure the
detector leakage current or the temperature of the instrument? An old
but wise business adage states "If you can't measure it, you can't manage
it.". Translated for SPC it would be "If you don't monitor it, you can't
improve your accuracy" .

Many laboratories, employing conventional QC methods, plot only
the mean value of an important parameter which does not provide
enough information to determine if a process is in control. SPC
recommends grouping of data into subgroups. An average of the
subgroup and a measure of its dispersion is obtained. Smaller dispersion
of the population is measured in groups than as individual
measurements. This is analogous to saying that the standard deviation of
the mean is smaller than the standard deviation of the individual
measurements. Thus, it provides a more sensitive measure of variation
than individual measurements.

By standardizing each observation or set of observations, it is
possible to plot short runs of data and still examine long-term control of
the process. Standard laboratory QC can not determine when a process
is about to go out of control which can cause unnecessary down time in
the laboratory at a critical time.

In this paper we focus on the application of SPC for alpha
spectroscopy measurements. This analytical method is complicated by
the significance of the pre-measurement chemical processing and
radiochemistry. As a result, the variation in the chemical recovery may
result in unacceptable process inaccuracy. SPC permits the identification
and acceptance of common sources of variation from sampling,
processing, instrumental, and analysis. It then provides a mechanism for
identifying and correcting special sources of variation, those variations
not acceptable in the measurement process.
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Table 1 : Important QC Parameters for Alpha Spectroscopy

Method

Any Method

Alpha

Spectroscopy

Environmental

QC Parameters

Room

Temperature

Barometric

Pressure

Relative Humidity

Line Voltage

Instrument

Temperature

Supply Voltages

Detector HV

Det. Leakage

Current

Chamber Vacuum

System Vacuum

Instrument

QC Parameters

Background

Efficiency

Crosstalk*

(Contamination)

Centroid

Resolution

Efficiency

(total)

Sample

QC Parameters

Weight or Volume

Density

Collection

Date/Time

Location

Absorption

Geometry

(shell)

Method

QC Parameters

Preservation

Sample splitting

Dilution

Physical prep

(particle size)

Chemical prep.

Chemical

Recovery

2. SPC and Alpha Spectroscopy

For alpha spectroscopy like most other analytical measurement
techniques, the measurement begins with sample collection. SPC
methods can be applied to the sample collection process, however we
begin our QC process when the samples are received at the laboratory.
The specific details vary between laboratories, however the processes
described here are similar enough that the overall flow of samples
through the laboratory is valid for most facilities.

Sample Flow in the Laboratory

Samples are first logged into the laboratory, often a technician
records the customer information, and then enters each sample into a
logbook or data file. Customer numbering of sample is recorded, along
with a laboratory sample number. The laboratory numbering is required
if duplicate and control samples are to be run. A laboratory supervisor
or QC manager can then objectively measure process bias, precision,
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repeatability and reproducibility. More and more frequently, a bar code
is assigned to each sample further simplifying sample tracking and
reducing data entry errors. Samples are usually split into several
fractions and processed separately or first mechanically processed and
then split for further preparation required for each analytical technique.

For solid samples analyzed by alpha spectroscopy, a total
dissolution is required. This process is also referred to as sample
digestion. Depending upon the chemical composition of the sample
various acids are used to dissolve the complete sample. Several chemical
processing methods are presently used, including group and individual
element separations by wet chemistry, liquid-liquid extraction, and
ion-specific exchange columns. The most modern, convenient, and also
expensive methods utilize exchange columns in which the dissolved
sample is further diluted, sometimes adjusted for pH, and then passed
through an ion-specific resin exchange column. The specific element
species, for which the exchange column is designed, is retained in the
column while other chemical species pass through unabsorbed. The pH
is changed by adding other acids or bases, freeing the adsorbed ions
which are collected in a dish for evaporation or the solution is collected
in a beaker and electroplated onto a disk. Occasionally, filtration is also
used. More than one chemist may perform the chemical separations.
The chemical process usually follows a detailed procedure, however
weighing errors, volumetric errors, concentration variations in reagents,
temperature variations in reagents and solutions, and other variations in
the reaction rates all affect the ultimate chemical recovery for each
sample or batch of samples.

Samples are usually processed in groups, called batches. Batches of
samples may have a blank sample that contains no radioactivity, but is
processed chemically like the other samples. This duplicates the sample
geometry and chemical processing for a background measurement.
When the sample analysis method utilizes an internal standard called a
tracer, a tracer blank is used to duplicate the sample background. Tracer
blanks are blanks to which a known quantity of some radioanalyte is
added. Some laboratories also run blind samples that are QC checks
called Laboratory Control Samples. These samples are internal standards
whose activity is known and is used as a check on the overall sample
handling and chemical processing. Duplicates are also run, sometimes as
blinds, to measure process precision and reproducibility within the
laboratory.
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The prepared samples are then brought to a counting room where
the alpha spectrometer is located. Samples are counted on instruments
that are being monitored for their nominal performance. Important
instrument parameters include chamber background, vacuum level
temperature, equipment supply voltages, amplifier and preamplifier
output, amplifier gain, detector leakage current, bias voltage, electronic
pulser FWHM, pulser position and detector efficiency.

Analysis of the data can be performed using a variety of tools, but
the calculation of activity is based on either an absolute measure of
efficiency (tracerless) or by a tracer method. For tracerless methods, an
external recovery factor is multiplied with the detector efficiency. The
external recovery factor is often determined by replicate measurements
of chemical recovery. For tracer methods, the measurement of count
rate in a tracer provides a combined measure of efficiency and chemical
recovery. In either case, some QC measure of the chemical recovery is
essential to ensuring accuracy of the results.

Alpha spectra often vary in the observed peak shape resulting from
differing sample thickness and matrices. Peak shape variations can also
occur at different chamber pressures. Analysis parameters that are
important to alpha spectroscopy include peak FWHM including tailing,
peak centroid, chemical recovery, control sample results, sample
duplicates and sample blanks. All of these parameters are important in
determining if your process is in control.

3. QC Data Measurement

An OASIS™ alpha spectroscopy system was used to automatically
collect and monitor instrument and analysis QC parameters. This system
is capable of monitoring all hardware parameters for a group of 8 alpha
spectrometers automatically. The parameters were tracked and recorded
over a period of 2 months. Data specific to the chemical processes were
also tracked and recorded during this time. The parameters monitored
include:
1. Detector voltage
2. Detector leakage current
3. Alpha chamber temperature
4. Electronic pulser FWHM
6. Electronic pulser gross counts
7. Detector/Chamber Background counts from 3 to 8 Mev
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8. Preamplifier FET drain voltage (Preamplifier Input)
9. Vacuum level at time of measurement
10. Vacuum gauge drive voltage
11. Detector/Chamber energy calibration
12. Detector/Chamber efficiency
13. Amplifier gain
14. Electronics supply voltages (+5 Volts, ±12Volts)
15. Date of measurement
16. Chemical recovery of all Laboratory Control Samples (LCS)
17. Centroid energy of Uranium and Curium LCS
18. Chemical analyst
19. Date of LCS preparation

These data were then analyzed using a commercially available SPC
package [6], based on the published methods of the American Society
of Quality Control [7,8].

4. Investigation of Recoil Contamination By SPC

The first application of SPC to alpha spectroscopy examines the
monitoring of background in an OASIS alpha chamber. A conventional
X-chart of individual measurements is plotted as figure 1. The data are
in control although run tests, indicated by circled data points are clearly
visible.

Oxford fr
Nuclear Measurements Group
O»k Ridge. TN 37831-2*80 USA
Apptcartons Laboratory

OASIS Alpha Spectroscopy System
Background Counts in Chamber 1

B B S S

Fig. 1 : 1-X-Chart of Background Counts
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The data does imply a subtle increasing trend. When plotting the
identical data as an X-bar chart with a subgroup size of 4 observation
per point, the increasing background trend resulting from recoil
contamination is quite evident.

Oxtord httxinenu Inc.
Nuclear Measurements Grap
Oak Ridge. TN 37S31-2S60 USA
Acptcatos Laboratory

OASIS Alpha Spectroscopy System
Background Counts in Chamber 1

fr
UCL-270

UWL-2.42

LWl-137
LCI =098

Fig. 2 : X- bar Chart of Background Counts

Table 2. Typical Run Tests for Data

Western Electric and
ASQC Run Rules

Use

1 point beyond 3 sigma Out of control
Two out three successive
points beyond 2 sigma

Some systematic shift is occuring

Four out of five successive
points on same side of
average beyond 1 sigma

An overcorrection or change is occurring in the process

Increases sensitivity of the X-bar to small shifts in the
mean

Nine points on same side of
average
Fifteen consecutive points
within 1 sigma of average

Desirable if a range or sigma chart shows decreasing
variation. Otherwise, it indicates a sampling problem
or incorrect control limits

Eight successive points not
within 1 sigma of average

Used for identification of cyclical patterns such as
seasonal differences and differences between shifts

Fourteen successive points
alternating up and down

Pattern indicates overadjustment of the process by an
opearator responding to random variations such as too
frequent recalibration

Six successive points,
either all increasing or
decreasing

Indicates a part or operator failure
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Run tests are part of the SPC methodology. The tests are designed
to uncover patterns in the data that might be missed by visual inspection
alone. The run tests are automatically applied through the SPC software.

5. Results of Chemical Recovery QC Measurement

The chemical recovery data for a Uranium chemical separation
process utilizing ion-specific exchange resins is plotted, as figure 3, in a
conventional individual measurements control chart, also known as a
Shewart chart for its original proponent, William Shewart of Bell Labs.
The chart presents the data as a function of time. In addition to the
individual measurements of chemical recovery, the ranges for each point
are presented in a separate plot below the main Shewart diagram. The
range indicates the difference in the measured value versus the previous
value. For a process to be in control, the differences in successive values
should be within the calculated control limits. This information is often
neglected in conventional QC programs.
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Fig. 3 : X- bar Chart of Background Counts

Serveral points are circled, indicating that they failed one or more
run tests. Other points, in figure 3, are enclosed by a box indicating that
these points are out of control. While these data imply a problem exists
in the chemical processing, it is not yet clear why this problem is
occurring. Figure 4 presents the process capability plot, a simple
histogram of the frequency distribution, for the chemical recovery data.
Note the skewed distribution showing the low recovery results
occasionally obtained. From this tool, we can surmise that some problem
exists that results in inefficient recovery of the analyte.
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Fig. 4 : Process Capability of Recovery Data

Next, we sort the data by analyst and by time. These data are
presented in figure 5 as an X-bar chart with a subgroups size of 2
measurements per point. Although the data for the analyst Mary are
marked as failing run tests, the results from the low recovery data of the
other analyst, Bob are clearly out of control. Once his data are removed
from the analysis, both of the other analyst's data are in control.
Furthermore, Mary' s data appear to be getting slightly higher over time.
Upon further investigation of the laboratory supervisor, it is determined
that Bob is rushing the elution of the column resulting in incomplete
collection of the analyte. Mary is adding more solution to elute the
analyte adsorbed in the column providing a more complete recovery.
The procedure may be adjusted to ensure more accuracy in future
separations.

SPC has effectively indicated a potential problem in the chemical
processing of the sample. It then identified the problem as low
recoveries in some of the samples processed. Finally, it determined the
cause of the problem was variation in the chemical methods employed
by a specific chemist. This source of variation would be missed if only
instrumental parameters were being monitored.
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Oxford Instruments He.
Nuclear Measurements Group
Oak Ridge. TN 37831-2S6O USA
Applications Laboratory

Oasis Alpha Spectrscopy SPC
Recovery Factors Sorted by Analyst

Fig. 5 : -X-bar chart of Recovery by Analyst

6. SPC Prediction From FWHM and Leakage Current Measurements

In this example, the leakage current from one detector is displayed
in figure 6 as an X-chart of individual observations. The data show a
periodic variation in the leakage current. Some points have failed the
run tests, but all are in control. Note the left most circled point that
failed the run test for 2 out of 3 successive points out of 2 sigma. What
is the cause of the variation in leakage current?

Oxford InstunKirtl Inc. Alpha Spectroscopy System
Detector Leakage Current

Fig. 6: -X-bar Chart of Leakage Current
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In order to evaluate the cause and effect, a scatter plot is used. We
have plotted the pulser FWHM versus the leakage current in figure 7.
The data are shown with confidence intervals plotted. The positive
correlation, R = 0.979 indicates a strong correlation between these
parameters. This result is expected because the additional noise from the
detector will broaden both the pulser and real sample peaks. Normally,
the FWHM control chart would indicate the poblem and an investigation
would include plotting the leakage current data. Unless these data have
been recorded, it would be impossible to reconstruct the relationship
between these two parameters. Further investigation indicated that the
OASIS box was following the ambient temperature. Unsufficient data
was collected in the first two months to draw an unequivocal conclusion,
however the variation is laboratory temperature could explain the
periodicity in the data.

Alpha Spectroscopy System
Detector LeaKage Onerrtvs. Pulser FWHM

Fig. 7: Scatter Plot of Current vs. FWHM.

7. Conclusions

Any QC program is better than none. Use SPC to predict rarher
than diagnose. Never throw out any data, even outlier data provides
useful information about the measurement process. (It is acceptable to
reanalyze the data without outliers that have been properly excluded.)
Measure alk important process parameters, from sampling through
analysis. Use averages of data points to improve sensitivity to changes.
Apply run tests to evaluate patterns in the data. Use specialized tools,
such as Cusum charts, to monitor critical parameters with the greatest
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sensitivity to change. Use scatter and multivariate analysis to examine
and identify cause and effect relationships between important QC
parameters. Use SPC to ensure process bias, precision, reproducibility,
repeatability, and sensitivity. Strive for better accuracy in the overall
measurement process.
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